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The Logical, Mathematical, and Scientific Reasoning Involved in the Problems of a

Sample Run of the EQUATIONS Challenge Matches Research Mode

by Layman E. Allem University of Michigan

Problem solving that both requires and develops higher-order thinking skills is illustrated in
the EQUATIONS Challenge Matches program. The fundamental reasoning skills involved in logic,
mathematics. am, science are useful- for dealing with the challenging problems posed in the
RESEARCH MODE of the EQUATIONS Challenge Matches program,

When the Multi-Level diskette of this program is used and Match R9 is selected, the following
appears on the screen:

Solution Research Resources Solution Solutions
Matcn R9 Number of Solutions: 12 used entered On litt:

GOAL : 6

RESOURCES: - x / / 1 2 2 4

FORBIDDEN:

PERMITTED:

REQUIRED :

SOLUTION CHECKING MODE

Please type a proposel Solution. or

CONTROL L to see the "next" page in the

List of Solutions or just press RETURN

to return to MOVE ENTRY MOOE. Page number 1 of 1

What this says is that there are at least 12 different Solutions that can be built for the GOAL
of 6 from the RESOURCES given. How many of them do you see?

The rules for building Solutions are:

1. A Solution expresses a number equal to the number expressed by the GOAL.

2. One Solution is different from a second Solution only it it uses _different RAESOURCES
from those used by the second Solution; Thus, 2x3 and 3x2 are not different Solutions; but
3x2 and (4-1)x2 are;

3. Only the RESOURCES available can be used in building _a SolutionFor example; neither
4+2 nor 2x3x1 are Solutions because there is no + available and there is only one x avail-
able.

4. The / mdicates division, the x indicates multiplication; and the - indicates subtraction.

5. There _are an =limited number of parentheses available tO indicate how itnigroup parts of
the expression. (However, multiplication can be expressed in a Solution only by using an x.)

6; Only _single-digit _numerals can be used in a Solution. Thus, for the GOAL of 3 with
RESOURCES of 1 2 4 6 x I, the expression, 12/4, is not a Solution, but 6x2/4

_EQUATIO_NS Challenge _Matches program consists of four diskettes one each at
elementary, intermediate, and advanced levels, and a multi-level diskette. The diskettes are
available for Apple II, II+, He, and He microcomputers, and also for IBM PC and IBM
PC-compatible machines. For details, write to WFF 'N PROOF, 1490 South Boulevard, Ann
Arbor, MI 48104.
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If you entered the Solution 3x2 at the ? prompt arid then pressed RETURN, the screen would change
to the following:

Solution Research Resources Solution Solutions

Match R9 Number of Solutions: 12 used entered on list:

1

GOAL : 6 23 x 3x2

RESOURCES: - - x / / 1 2 3 4

FORBIDDEN:

PERMITTFD:

REQUIRED :

3x2

is a Solution;

SOLUTION CHECKING MODE

Please type a proposed Solution, or

CONTROL L to see the "next page in the

List of Solutions or just press RETURN

to return to MOVE ENTRY MODE. Page number 1 of 1

This feedback would verify that 3x2 is a Solution. list the RESOURCES used in it in an
orderly way, indicate that you had achieved 1 of the 12 different Solutions possible, and prompt you
with a ? for your ix a entry. If you then entered 2x3 as a Solution at the ? prompt, what would
appear of the screen is the following:

Solution Research Resources Solution Solutions
Match R9 Number of Solutions: 12 used entered on list:

1

GOAL : 6 23 * 3*2

RESOURCES: - x / / 1 2 3 4

FORBIDDEN:

PERMITTED:

REQUIRED :

2x3

is a Solution; but_the_set of RESOURCES

used in it_dOes nOt differ frOM thOSe
used in 3x2.

SOLUTION CHECKING MODE

Please type a proposed Solution, or

CONTROL L_to_see_the 'next"_page_ in the

List of Solutions or just_press RETURN

to returti to MOVE ENTRY MODE Page number 1 Of 1

How many additional Solutions do you see? Do you see all 12 of them? In this sample run of
R9, suppose that the person saw and entered., one at a time as the ? prompt appeared: 3x2/1,
3x(4-2), 3x(4-2)/1, 3x(4/2), and 3x(4/2)/1. After the final entry, the following would be on the screen:

4
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Solution Research Resources Solution Solutions

Match R9 Number of Solutions: 12 used entered on list:

6

GOAL : 6

RESOURCES: - - x / / 1 2 3 4

FORBIDDEN:

PERMITTED:

REOUIRED :

3X(4/2)/1

is a Solution.

SOLUTION_CHECKING_MODE

Please type a proposed Solution; or

CONTROL L to see the "newt" page_in _the

List of SOlutions or just press RETURN

to return to MOVE ENTRY MODE.

23 x 3x2

123 x/ 3x211

234 -x 3x(4-2)

234 x/ 3x(4/2)

1234 -x/ 3x(4-2)/1

1234 *// 3X(4/n)/1

Page number 1 of 1

How about it; have you run out of gas about. here the way that aur hypothetical person slid?
Or do you see another Solitatiastio enter at the ? prompt? Do you want your students to learn to
think deeply about suda ei ventairy math problems (and some more advanced ones, too)? There are
effective ways to get iyito the habit of developing these deeper thinking skills in mathematics by more
self consciously getting into the, logical and scientific reasoning involved.. You can do it (among a host
of other ways) by play 2,:g EQUATIONS, by matching wits with the computer in going through the
DIG Math prwram, aud by,. both cooperating and competing with other players while battling the
computer in EQUATIONS Chanenge Matches.

If you do not see any wore Solutions, then the thing to do next in- this RESEARCH MODE_is
to simply press RETURN to go to the MOVE ENTRY MODE, where the following will appear on the
screen:

Solution Research Resources Solution Solutions

Match R9 Number of Solutions: 12 used entered on list:

6

GOAL : : 6 23 X 3X2

RESOURCES: - x / / 1 2 3 4 123 X/ 3x2/1

FORBIDDEN: 234 -x 3x(4-2)

PERMITTED: 234 x/ 3x(4/2)

REOUIRED : 1234 !-x/ 3x(4-2)/1

1234 x// 3x(4/2)/1

SOLUTION NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS

LENGTH Before Moves After MoVet

11 0
9 0
7

5 7

3_ 1

SOlUtiOnt Eliminated

= 3 =
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MOVE ENTRY MORE

Enter moves. CS to Check a Solution.

0 to Quit or CONTROL 6_ to see the "next"
page in the List. Page number 1 of 1

In the MOVE ENTRY MODE you can conduct experiments ancLgain valuable_ information by
making moves of the Resources that Forbid or _Require their use. To illustrate how to _do _such
experiments, suppose that you decide to Forbid the 1 that_ is in the Resources You can do so by
entering Fl at the ? prompt. What will appear on the screen if you enter F 1 is the followi ig:

Solution Research Resources Solution Solutions
Match R9 Number of Solutions: 12 USed entered on list:

GOAL : 6

RESOURCES: - x / 2 3 4
FORBIDDEN:

PERMITTEP:

REQUIRED :

SOLUTION NUMBER OF SOLUTIONS
LENGTH Before MoVes After Moves

11 0 0

9 0 0

7 4 0

5 7 3

3 1

Solutions Eliminated

MOVE ENTRY MODE

Enter moves. CS to Cheek a Solution.

0 to Quit or CONTROL L to see the "next"
page in the List.

23 x 3x2

123 x/ 3x2/1

234 7x 3x(4-2)
234 x/ 3x(4/2)

1234 -x/ 3x(472)/1

1234 *// 3*(4/2)/1

Page number 1 of I

The experiment conducted by moving the 1 to Forbidden means tha t the Forbidden_ lican _no
longer be used in constructing Solutions. This has the effect of eliminating all_ 4 of the possible
Solutions that use 7 of the Resources- and eliminating 4 of the 7 possible Solutions that use 5 of the
Resources, but not eliminating the 1 Solution that uses_ 3_o1 the Resourcea: This; in torn, means that
with the 1 Forbidden, there are still_3 possible Solutions that use 5 Resources (in other words, that
are of length 5), and 1 possible Solution of length 3.

By examining the six Solutions on the list of those that have_already been written; we can see
that there is already one there of length 3 that does not uSe the Forbidden 1; so we already have that
Solution.

However, with:respect to the Solutions oilengtli 5, it_is quite a different story; Since there
are only four numeralS in the original set nf Resources; when the 1 is Forbidden, all three of the
remaining Resources _must appear in each of the 3 Solutions of length 5. This means that each of
these Z_Solutions_of length 5 must contain the 2, the 3, and the 4. But when we look at the SolutionS
of length 5 on the list of those that have already been discovernd, only tWo of them contain the three
Required numeral& This means that there is another -Solution of length 5 that contains the
numerals, 2, 3, and 4, that we have not yet discovered. But what is that other length 5 Solution?

6
= 4 =
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What operation signs does it use? How can we find out?

We can find out by conducting further experiments -- by making further moves.

If_we_examine_the.Resources available; _we see that _the only operation signs there are: - -
and /. A Solution of length 5 will contain exactly two operation signs, and there are just five possible
pairs of operation signs from those that are available, namely: - x, - I. x /, and /1.

In_ the_ list_ of Solutions already discovered; the two of length 5 that contain the -2, the 3 and
the 4; use the_ pairs of operations: - x,_ and x I. So,- the unknown Solution of length 5 that. uses the
numerals; 2; 3. and. 4. must use one of- the- three following pairs of -Solutions: - I. --or LI: We can
find: out just which pair by conducting -the three experimentS of making the move§ of Requiring 2 3 4

-, Requiring 2 3 4 - I. and Rermiring 2 3 4 / /.

When 2 3 4 - - are Required;_the feedback is:
1 Solution possible of length 7
0 Solutions possible of length 5
0 Solutions possible of length 3

This indicates that there is no Solution of length 5 that uses the ResourceS, 2 3 4

When 2 3 4 - / are Required, the feedback is;
2 Solutions possible of length 7
0 Solutions possible of length 5
0 Solutions possible of length 3

This indicates that there is no Solution of length 5 that uses the Resources, 2 3 4 =.

When 2 3 4 / / are Required, the feedback is:
2 Solutions possible of length 7
1 Solution possibie of length_5
0_ Solutions possible of length 3

This indicates _that we have found what we are looking for; there is one Solution of length 5 that
uses the Resources; 2 3 4 / I.

Once we know what Resources are used in a Solution, it is not too difficult to discover how to
order and group them to construct a Solution.

We observe; first; that Solutions of length 5 are either of the form, No(NoN), or of the form,
(NoN)oN. where N's indicate numerals and o's indicate operations.

We observe; second; that there are no expressions of the second form from the available
Resources that equal 6, that is; there is no (N/N)/N = 6, where the N numerals are 2, 3, and 4.

We, then, ask ourselves such questions as:
3 divided by what (constructed from 24 I -- 6?
2 divided by what (constructed from 34 /) = 6?
4 divided by what (constructed from 23 /) = 6?

and we conclude that in two of the three cases, we get the results that we are looking for,
namely:

3/(2/4) = 6 and 4/(2/3) 6
So, we have found another Solution, which we can easily check by going back into SOLUTION
CHECKING MODE and entering, for example, 31(2/4).

After this new orehas been added, our list of seven discovered Solutions includes:
3x2 3x2/1 3x(4-2) 3x(4/2) 31(2/4) 3x(4-2)/1 3x(4/2)/1

So, we now have: the only Solution of length 3, 4 of the 7 Solutions of length 5, and 2 of the 4
Solutions of length 7.
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If we now focus attention upon discovering the remaining pair of Solutions of length 7, we
observe that all Solutions of this length will contain the numerals. 1 2 3 4, _and three operation signs;
There are just five sets of triples of oper, 'ion signs possible from the available Resources, namely:

x, - - /, - x I, - I I, _and x i I. We observe that the - x land x i triples hay: already been_used in
the three Solutions of length 7 that _have already been discovered. So, the only three triples that
remain to be tested are - x, - I, and - I I.

We can test these three triples by conductin_g experiments that make the moves of Requiring
1 2 3 4 - - x, Requiring 1 2 3 4 - - /, and Requiring 3 2 3 4 - / I.

When 1 2 3 4 - - x are Required, the feedback is:
1 Solution possible of length 7
0 Solutions possible of length 5
0 Solutions possible of length 3

This indicates that there is one Solution of length 7 that uses the Resources, 1 2 3 4 - x.

Notice that an alternative way of acquiring the same infermation (and more) with the given
Resources is to move to F'orbidden the other operation signs, namely: / I.

When ii are Forbidden. the i`eedback is:
1 Solution possible of-length- 7
3 Solutions possible of length:5
1 Solution possible of length 3

This.. also indicatesthat there is one Solution of_ length 7 that uses the Resourcesi_l _2_ 3 4 - - x;
additioni_itindicates that there .are _a_Sohitions_of length _5_that_use_pairs of operations from

the_set consisting of - - x. This. will _turn out.to be useful information in determining the
other Solutions of length 5; but for the moment; we_ should focus on the _next Solution of length 7.
Since it uses two subtraction signs Ind a multiplication sign, one possible strategy to construct
an expression equal to 6-is to -use the x- to P-7.ress a number larger -than 6 and-the use the pair of
-'s to reduce it t 6. : The only pairs: of numerals available, that When meiltiplied express a
number_ larger than 64 are the pairs 2, 4 and 3, 4. When -we explore theifirstpair, we quieklY See
that 4k2 = 8, arid When we aSk: 8 - ? = 6, we are quickly led to the Solution, 4i2-(3-1);

When 1 2 3 4 - - / are Required. the feedback is:
0 Solutions possible of length 7
0 Solutions possible of length 5
0 Solutions possible of length 3

This indicates that there is no Solution of length 7 that uses the ResourceS, 1 2 3 4 -

When 1 2 3 4 - / are Required, the feedhack is:
1 Solution_possible of_length 7_
0 Solutions possible of length 5
0 Solutions possible of length 3

This indicates that there is one Solution of length 7 that uses the Resources, 1 2 3 4 .= / 1. We
could have inferred that there was a Solution with these Resources from what we already knew.
We knewthat_there were ohly three_remaining triples of operations to be tested for whether they
were used in the two Unknown Solutions of length 7. Since - - x are used inoneof_theiiiiknown
length 7_Solutions_ancL- - 1 are_not used in onei the remaining - / / must be used in the other
unlmown one. Hence, the experiment in which 1 2 3 4 - /i are Required can be regarded as a
replication to confirm the thwrizing that has been done. It is somewhat trickier th detect the
parallel that exists between a Solution that is possible by means of this set of Resources and
one that we have already ditcovered. But there is such a connection, and once we notice it we are
home. The parallel Solution is 31(214), and the cOnnection is that this and the new Solution both

8
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involre the idea of dividing by a_ fraction; they both contain a pair of /'s. The connection is
expressed in ihe following equalities:

31(214) = 31(1/2) = 31(11(4-2)).
This analysis, in turn; reveals one of the 3 unknown Solutions of length 5, namely, 3/(1/2).

After these three new ones have been added, our list- of ten discovered Solutions includes: 3x2
3x2/1 3x(4-2) 3x(412) 31(1/2) 31(2/4) 3x(4-2)/1 3x(4/2)/1 4x243-1) and 3/(17(4-2)). So, we now have
the only Solution Of length 3, a total of 5 of the 7 Solutions of length 5, and all 4 of the Solufions of
length 7. All we need are the 2 remaining Solutions of length 5;

What do we already know about. the 2 unknown-solutions of lenh 5 from the experiments
already performed? We know from the experiment in which the / / are Forbidden that there_ are 3
Solutions of length 5 in which the pairs of operations-_, and - x are use& _But_among_the Solutions of
length 5 already discovered there is only 1 that uses either of these pairs; namely; the 3x(4-2) that
uses the - x. So, there _are 2 _more Solutions of length 5 that use either another - x or a - -. What
experiments will indicate which pairs are in the unknown length 5 Solutions, and possibly provide
other useful information as well?

When x is Required, the feedback is:
2 Solutions possible of length 7
2 Solutions possible of length 5
0 Solutions possible of length 3

This indicates that 1 of the 2 unknown length 5 Solutions uses - x and that the other one uses
- -; But. what numerals are used with these? The experiment in which the 1 was Forbidden
indicates that there are 3 Solutions of length 5 that use 2 3 4. All 3 of these have alreadY
been discovered. So, the 2 remaining unknown length 5 Solutions must use 1 2 3 or 1 2 4 or
1 3 4.

When the 4 is Forbidden,the feedback is:.
0 Solutions possible of length 7
2 Solutions possible of length- 5

-1 Solution possible of length 3
Both of the length 5 Solutions that use the trio Of digit,s 1 2 3 have already been ditCovered.

When the 3 it Forbidden, the feedback is:
0 Solutionspossible of length 7
1 Solution possible of length 5
0 Solutions possible of length 3

No Solutions of length 5 that use 1 2 4 have been discovered; so, 1 of the 2 unknown Solutions
of length 5 uses 1 2 4 and the other unknown Solution must use 1 3 4, the only remaining
possibility?

So, what is -now known? The resi.ilts of the_experiments indicate that the numerals in the 2
tmknown length 5_ Solutions are 1 2 4_and 1 3 4, and that the operations in them are -_ x and -
Arined_With thisifformation some problem-solvers will see how to put the sets of numerals and sets
of operations together appropriately to conaruct the Solutions, (4-1)x2 and 341-4).

That ooropletes_the entirelist of 12_different Solutions, and the problem posed to find them is
solve& _The final& ofthese Solutions were discovered (in this account) by conducting 11 experiments.
These experiments provided data that helped to focus attention on concepts that were used in the
Solutions, but were not immediately apparent to our hypothetical problem-solver by his or her self
observation of his her knowledge of mathematics. By this account our hypothetieal_problem-solver
was unableto solve the problem by observational science _alone, that is, by merely observing his or
her state of mathematkal knowledge. But when mere observational science is extended to include
experimental science, the solving of the problem is achieve& When a problem-solver can experiment,
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he or -she has available much more- powerful tools for solving problems than when all that it iS
possible tO do is _to observe. Seemingly simple problems involving_ only _elementary_ arithmetic _drawn
from Challenge Matches of the EQUATIONS Game_ illustrate dramatically this powerfu; difference;
MathematicaLlmowledge_ and reasoning alone just are not enough (for most persons) to do the job.
But when such knowledge is supplemented by logical reasoning and scientific experimentation, the
problem-solver's capacity is magnified many-fold.

Those_ few readers whose depth of understanding of arithmetic permitted them to easily solve
the problem above without resorting to experiment may wish to test their intuitions further by the
pair of problems below. These should persuade most readers that it is relatively easy to generate
problems in this fashion that will go to the edge of any learner's current. underStanding.

SECOND PROBLEM.

THIRD PROBLEM.

GOAL: 2
RESOURCES: + x L L 3 4 6 6 9
Number of different Solutions: 8

L indicates the logarithm operation; thus b L a indicates
the Log of a to the base b. For example, 10 L 100 = 2.

GOAL 18/25
RESOURCE& + x x / / A 3 5 5 6
Number of' different Solutions: 7

where A = 3/5

Logic, mathematics, and scientific experimentation tend L-0 be taught separately in specialized
courses rather effectively isolated from each other. The Research Mode of the Challenge Matches of
EQUATIONS provides (1) problems that require for solution an integrative use of logical, mathemat-
ical, and scientific reasoning and (2) an efficient software laboratory for learning and practicing such
skills.



ABSTRACT

The Research Mode of the EQUATIONS Challenge Matches can be
viewed as a software laboratory. Users of the program deSign and
perform experiments to obtain information that they need to Solve
problems involving application of elementary mathematical ideas. Use
of the program provides striking illustration of how the illuminative
power of obServation scienceJlike_astromony) is enhanced when it is
extended to become_experimental science (like physics). Instead of
merely_observing carefully the current state of affairs (her own
mathematical knowledge) and the unfolding stream of events that are
occurring (what she is noticing about the problem as stated), the
problemsolver can arrange for things to happen that will provide
exactly the information that is_needed to deal_with the problem.
The SerieS of exercises_on the EQUATIONS Challenge Matches diskette
have_been_developed to provide users the opportunity to learn and use
the_fundamental reasoning and problemsolving skills of careful
observation, logical deduction, mathematical analysis, asking good
questions (which in this context is equivalent to designing good
experiments), scientific research by experimentation, and data
gathering, organization, and analysis. Instead of being_nresented
in an isolated fashion in different courses, all of these powerful
techniques are brought together in dealing with a single problem.


